CSF-SB-ROLLER
Crestron® Roller Shade Fabric Sample Binder
The Crestron® Roller Shade Fabric Sample Binder elegantly displays the
Heritage and Designer fabric collections in a highly stylized,
eye-catching binder. Once opened, the left-hand side of the binder
features letter-sized Designer fabric samples divided into four color
families. Each color family divider showcases an image of a Designer
fabric in a current shading application. The right-hand side of the
binder houses eight removable fan decks of fabric card samples from
the Heritage collection. Each fan deck exhibits transparent,
translucent, or blackout fabrics in a variety of colors to suit a
myriad of shading needs.
This fabric sample binder makes it easy to envision a particular
roller shade fabric in a room. Effortlessly sort through each
collection and color family, pattern and fabric type. Information
about the fabric is printed on the back of each sample card, including
its fabric number, openness factor, and solar properties. The sample
binder is an attractive, informative, and portable introduction to
Crestron’s full range of Heritage and Designer roller shade
fabrics.
For more information about Crestron shades, please visit the Shading
Solutions page.

> Crestron® Heritage and Designer roller shade fabric
samples
> Letter-sized sample cards and fan decks of sample cards
> Attractive binder for easy portability and eye-catching
appeal
> Groups of color families and fabric types
> Fabric number, openness factor, and solar properties on
each sample card

Available Models
CSF-SB-ROLLER [6507509]: Crestron® Roller Shade Fabric Sample Binder
Notes:
This product may be purchased from an authorized Crestron dealer. To find a
dealer, please contact the Crestron sales representative for your area. A
list of sales representatives is available online at www.crestron.
com/salesreps or by calling 800-237-2041.
The specific patents that cover Crestron products are listed online at:
patents.crestron.com
patents.crestron.com.
Crestron and the Crestron Logo are either trademarks or registered
trademarks of Crestron Electronics, Inc. in the United States and/or other
countries. Other trademarks, registered trademarks, and trade names may be
used in this document to refer to either the entities claiming the marks
and names or their products. Crestron disclaims any proprietary interest in
the marks and names of others. Crestron is not responsible for errors in
typography or photography. Specifications are subject to change without
notice. ©2015 Crestron Electronics, Inc.
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